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Structure of  solid “belts” in disks all at very large scales (tens-hundreds AU)-
Planets? Volatile condensation fronts? No general understanding.
Small number show odd structure: spiral arms, blobs, etc. 

Disk masses remain elusive; hard to find reliable “tracers”;
Even CO might be frozen out at large distances; HD? But noisy.

Inner disk dust “cavities” are still full of  molecular gas including H2O;
Disk gas clears from inside out, within few Myr. 

Astronomical constraints on turbulence (linewidths) remain elusive.

Mag Field measured in meteorites; adequate for MHD early on, gone by 4My.

Theory: purely HD instabilities generate significant turbulence (“α”) -
Compatible with most recent “disk wind” MHD theories
“Undead” midplane critical for particle growth, transport, planetesimals

First fluffy aggregates: not that porous (50% after ice removed), like IDPs.

Comets are frosty dirtballs.  Grains formed and accreted late (> 3Myr; CR’s);
No evidence for true “inner” SS material, consistent with CC-NC “barrier”.
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Planetesimal bow shocks may have melted observed chondrules.
Needs large “planetesimal” bodies. Multiple heating one of  several issues.
……. ie., chondrule formation remains controversial.

Some chondrules accrete fine-grained dust rims, consistent w/ nebula models.

New chondrule and CAI size distributions seem “universal”, 
and broader than previously thought. 

New global models of  particle growth and drift using experimental sticking:
“Barriers” to growth (bouncing, drift, fragmentation) remain.
“Evaporation fronts” from all volatiles may produce radial structure.
Difficult to reach initial conditions for “SI” in consistent way, in turbulence.
Need to study different degrees of  “fractal porosity” -

- may be constrained by eg, observed aggregates, and radio obs

Growth of  settled particle layer in outer disk may explain CO depletion -
(midplane cold trap)

Session 2: Growth and Motion of Larger Particles: CAIs and Chondrules 
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Al-Mg clock seems OK, agrees with other clocks. 26Al likely was homogeneous.
Pb best used for absolute date of  “t-zero” (CAIs), and still issues there

26Al deposition slightly after first solids form – implications for WR/SN source

Hf-W now emerging as major new clock especially for achondrites; 
Thermal models of  melting and differentiation essential!

Stable and radiogenic isotopes show nebula heterogeneity at 10 ppm level; 
not a big factor for ages but is of  increasing importance in other ways.

Chondrule redox suggests high solids conc (100x) & variable water at formation

Chondrites are not the oldest primitive bodies (by definition almost) (> 2My)
Achondrites – from molten planetesimals – formed much earlier (< 0.5My)
CAIs formed in narrow time window (<0.1Myr) and were widely dispersed

Rapid fluctuations in O-isotope abundances seen in this epoch!

“CC-NC gap” extended across 0.1-3Myr timeframe; early Jupiter formation?
minor mixing at the few-chondrule level, however – “barrier” is permeable!

Session 3: Environment and Timing of Planetesimal Formation – Isotopic Constraints
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WISE albedos, and spectra within families, say 
most original MB asteroids were homogeneous and undifferentiated. 

But clearly there are iron cores from 60 MPBs, mantles gone; also, Ureilites
Some differentiation seen in a few families, & one new L-achondrite 

Oldest family found ( > 4 Byr )! 
Nearby “void” of  non-family objects constrains primordial size dist;
with WISE data, suggest modal peak Diam 85km ( vs. < traditional 120km)!

Not much at the workshop on thermal models of  small bodies (next one?)
– need more to interpret ages of  achondrites

Vesta formed in situ at < 1.6Myr; Ceres far away between 3-5Myr! 
Plausibly beyond Jupiter, followed by dynamical scattering inwards.

KBOs have distinctly lower densities than MBAs; 
formed > 3-4Myr to avoid heating and reduction of  porosity (comets too)

Session 4: Asteroidal Constraints on Planetesimal Formation 
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Experiments continue to show that Bouncing Barrier is probably real; 
Erosion also limits sizes to dm max, if  α >0.

Combination of  BB, DB, and the 1-10km GS barrier favor “leapfrog models”.
“Pebble accretion” is not a solution to primary planetesimal formation 

Streaming Inst (SI): studies so far either (a) turbulent and ts = to or (b) α =0.
No SI for typical mm-cm particles if  α >0, *if* ρp/ρg > 1 required

- lots of  discussion, more work is needed.
Even when α =0, size dist seems too steep, and all bodies form at once 

Turbulent Clustering (TC): can’t make 100km planetesimals from single chd’s
Need some growth by sticking, to aggregates few cm across
Then can make 10-30kmD planetesimals (theory remains very crude)

Some new evidence that growth of  few-cm chondrule aggregates is possible 

Suggestion that in α >0 nebulae, TC can trigger “SI” where otherwise precluded
“Clustering Instability”; a different process though – nonlinear!
more work is needed

Constraints from asteroid/KBO size dist’s and binary KBOs very important

Session 5: Mechanisms of Planetesimal Formation
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Also: Late sources of 
Earth impactors? Kretke

Large impact dates on chondritic bodies may constrain Jupiter formation time.

Differentiated bodies suffered even more dramatic impacts (mantles stripped); 
dating requires better thermal evolution/differentiation models.

CB chondrites form from embryo impacts; another constraint.

“Grand Tack”- like models attractive for scattering across the CC-NC gap;
Highly parameterized and continuing to evolve in timing and extent. 
Timing > 4Myr suggested (to get CR chondrites into MB).
Such scattering may not require a “Grand Tack”, only fast GP gas accretion

Growth of  giant planet cores by “Pebble accretion” seems robust;
May allow early formation of  20ME Jupiter core as needed for CC-NC gap

But - can’t create 85km D primary primitive bodies by Pebble Accretion!
Might lead to quick formation of  Ceres-size embryos from primary bodies

Earth’s volatiles (H, C, N) did not come from Oort cloud comets;
More likely CC’s, that also bring noble gases.
But - siderophile isotopes mean most of  it occurred before moon formation

Session 6: Dynamics of Planetesimals: Mixing and Segregation
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Earth provenance is a longstanding problem (compositionally):
Does not resemble any currently known primitive material.
Isotopically like Enstatite chondrites and related achondrites,

but very different in redox and major element abundances (Mg/Si)

Unknown parent body types? Complicated multi-stage accretion? Pressure???

New analytical techniques assess provenance of  moon-forming impactor;
high-velocity impactors are disfavored. May help with isotope congruence.

New global accretion simulations using results of  detailed SPH impacts
show 20-60% more water lost in large collisions – merging and grazing –
than previously assumed (zero loss). May also help “small Mars” problem.

Session 7: Accretion of Terrestrial Planets 
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